Why use IMS Technology Services

1) Consistency and Continuity
2) Complete Technology Management
3) Negotiated Standardized Pricing & Cost Savings
4) National & International Support
5) InfoComm Diamond Certified Professionals
Consistency & Continuity

An IMS National Relationship Manager will work with the planning team to develop best practices, introduce new technologies, and work to generate cost savings initiatives. We will work closely with your team to measure the success of our business relationship and as an extension of the technology planning team.

Each Planner will have a dedicated IMS Technology Project Manager who will work proactively with your team to determine the best solutions to meet your objectives. They will be responsible for all pre-meeting technology communications, coordinating venue logistics for the meeting space including: power, internet, union labor (if required by facility), as well as computer assisted drawing (CAD) room layout diagrams while managing on-site execution.

IMS will work with you to provide a consistent technical team. The Technicians attend pre-conference meetings with the Project Manager to gain a clear understanding of the goals and objectives of each meeting, allowing them to meet your expectations. By providing this level of service, our Technicians develop working relationships with your Team, eliminating the need to reeducate AV staff with each meeting you plan.

National & International Support

A key component to the selection process is the ability to service our clients on both a national and international level. This saves time & stress while ensuring your meeting message is delivered effectively and efficiently.

InfoComm Diamond Certified Professionals

IMS is an award winning team of Certified Technology Professionals that has been recognized as an InfoComm International Diamond Audio Visual Solutions Provider. This designation recognizes that a majority of the company’s sales, customer service and technical staff have completed a full capabilities review that includes a corporate evaluation, management structure and technology capabilities.

Complete Technology Management 360° Solution

The IMS Production Services team provides Preplanning, Content Creation, Content Management, Speaker Preparation, Event Execution and Post Production Services. IMS’s all-encompassing technology solution is designed to support your meeting from the preplanning phase through post production.

This solution includes:

Venue Selection Refinement: By providing onsite evaluations and room diagrams with set designs, the time needed to make decisions on which rooms will best meet your needs is greatly reduced.

Venue Pre-Meeting Management: This service includes arranging the details as they pertain to load in and load out, security, power and internet. IMS will manage all details as it relates to venue requirements, including union labor requirements.

Content Creation and Management: IMS can create opening videos, develop music themes, lighting designs, logos, and other technology solutions that are aligned with your meetings’ goals and objectives.

Speaker Preparation: IMS will provide slide and content review to ensure all videos and slides play correctly. IMS will safeguard against any mishandling of sensitive content and validate where and when the content should be presented and discarded when needed.

Presenter Management: IMS will communicate with the presenters to understand their preferred stage light levels and confirm the presenters are comfortable with slide advancing controls, down stage monitors, Teleprompters, and any other specific needs.
Post Production Services: Our talented in-house video production and editing team can help maximize your live events with an infinite array of video content options designed to increase communication and enhance audience engagement. Using non-linear digital editing software applications such as FinalCut, AfterEffects Cinema 4D and Motion, coupled with our team’s artistic vision and proven ability to collaborate with producers, meeting planners, corporate sales managers and technical directors, the world of video content is virtually limitless and the value added is immeasurable. These services can range from event video/audio management, show openers, walkup/stingers, talking head/testimonial, promo pieces, projection mapping, PowerPoint/Keynote creation and post-event video editing.

Cost Conscious Solutions: IMS Technology Services is serious about your budget. It’s our goal to stay consistent so you can plan your meeting budgets accordingly. Our system allows for similar events that change location from venue to venue or city to city to be priced similarly. IMS will never surprise you with up-charges or hidden fees that are common practice with in-house AV. We will be competitive with the in-house AV company, and, in most cases, less expensive. When IMS is supporting your international events, we will provide you with two quotes for comparison; one from the in-house AV company and one from IMS. It’s our goal for this to be a win for you.
Your Voice and Your Vision

BUSINESS SUMMARY
IMS Technology Services, INC. is an event staging company offering a full range of services appropriately matching customer needs. We improve business communication through our industry certified technicians and experienced production management staff to help produce the perfect corporate meeting or special event.

HISTORY
Since 1994, IMS Technology Services, INC. has provided equipment and technical support for the growing corporate event industry. Over the years, we have broadened our areas of expertise to also include lighting, staging, video conferencing, webcasting and production support. With these additions, IMS Technology Services, INC. can offer our clients a one-stop resource for all of their meeting and event needs.

CUSTOMERS
Pfizer, Lincoln Financial Group, Accenture, Nordstrom, Macy’s, Cigna, Drexel University, Montgomery County Community College, University of Delaware, Neumann University, Widener University, Philadelphia Eagles, Greater Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce, PNC Bank, LifeCell, Immaculata University, Arcadia University, Endo Health Solutions, Subaru America, JP Morgan Chase, State of Delaware, Software Information Industry Association, American Express, March of Dimes, Jewish Educational Vocational Services, Barclay Card US, KPMG, Lupus Foundation, Vertex, BASF.

UNIQUE VALUE PROPOSITION
We at IMS Technology Services, INC. separate ourselves from our contemporaries with an unmatched passion and enthusiasm for each and every project. Our drive for perfection stretches from internal management to the technical team on-site. Each customer is assigned a dedicated production manager and account representative to cover all aspects of the planning, execution and fulfillment stages of a meeting. The combination of this unique attitude, cutting-edge AV technology and creative production ideas ensures flawless, memorable events conveying your vision and message, while working within budget.